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INTRODUCTION 
Let Sz be a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary, and let I denote 
the interval 0 < t < co. We shall be concerned with systems of differential 
inequalities in the cylinder W = I x Q. Let S’pg and s”, p, 4 = 1, 2,..., N 
be m x m matrices whose entries are in Cl(Q). We define the operator S 
which acts on functions IA: W + Rm by 
su = ; (S-JU,,),, + : spu*, , 
P,@=l ;p=l 
in which u = (~1, us ,..., zc,) and u,, denotes (&+/ax, ,...$ au,jax,). Denoting 
the Euclidean norm in Rm by jl * jj, we consider the differential inequality 
II 6% - Utt II G @P II u II + tw il % II 
for (t, x) in 9, subject to the boundary condition 
u(t, x) = 0 for (t, x) Ef x 82. WI 
For the problem (O.l), (0.2) lower bounds are obtained for the energy of a 
solution at time T in terms of the Cauchy data at t = 1. These lower bounds 
lead to unique continuation theorems at infinity. Results of this type for 
first order differential equations in Banach space were obtained by Agmon and 
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Nirenberg [l, 21. Ogawa [6] gave a simplified proof of the lower bound 
obtained by Agmon and Nirenberg in [l]. Certain problems in elasticity 
which lead to systems of the form (0.1) h ave been considered by Knops and 
Payne [3]. More recently, Levine [4] extending the work in [2] obtained 
lower bounds and convexity theorems for second order operators in Banach 
space. In previous papers [5, 71 the authors obtained lower bounds and unique 
continuation theorems for a single second order hyperbolic equation. In the 
present work we show that the requirement of hyperbolicity is unnecessary. 
In specific cases the operator S may be symmetric or skew-symmetric. In 
fact, it may happen that Su - utL is elliptic, in which case the result we 
obtain is one of Phragmen-Lindelof type. 
In Section 1 we consider the special case in which S is a symmetric second 
order operator, and we obtain lower bounds and unique continuation theorems 
for solutions of the inequality 
where @ is a constant and the exponent 77 is greater than -4. In Section 2 
similar results are obtained when S is skew-symmetric. Section 3 extends the 
results of Section 1 to include lower order terms in the operator S. Extensions 
of the results of Section 2 to include skew-symmetric operators with lower 
order terms also hold, but we omit the details of this case. General inequalities 
of the form (0.1) are taken up in Section 4. The properties of symmetry or 
skew-symmetry are replaced by certain general integral inequalities which 
are known to hold in the skew-symmetric case. Solutions of the problem (O.l), 
(0.2) may decay exponentially so that exp(@)u tends to 0 as t -+ co for posi- 
tive numbers h, a. The maximum value of 01 depends, of course, on the 
quantities 7, 5. In the simplest case where 7 = 0, Q, > 0, and Y = 0, we 
find that a solution cannot decay with exponent 01 > 413 unless u = 0. 
Our proofs employ weighted L2 integral estimates rather than logarithmic 
convexity arguments. It is interesting to compare our results with those of 
Agmon and Nirenberg for the problem 
Su - utt = F(u); II Wll < @ II u II- 
Both analyses apply if S is taken so that utt - Su is elliptic. Agmon and 
Nirenberg reduce this second order equation to a first order system, and then 
show that systems of that kind cannot have non-zero solutions which decay 
faster than all exp(Xt”) [l $31. By restricting our attention to the second 
order problem, we obtain the stronger result that a non-null solution cannot 
decay faster than all exp(ht4/3). 
Throughout this article the symbol D(T) is used to denote the bounded 
cylinder IT x Q where IT = {t: 1 < t < T}. The intersection of 9%’ with the 
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hyperplane t = T is denoted G(T). Angular brackets such as (., s) denote the 
Euclidean inner product in R m. The symbol %m denotes the set of all C2 
functions U: 9 --+ R* which satisfy (0.2). An operator is called symmetric 
or skew-symmetric according to its behavior with respect to the L2 inner 
product (u, V) = Jo (u, v) dx. 
1. SYMMETRIC OPERATORS 
We consider a collection of square matrices Apq, p, q = 1, 2,..., N, each 
of which is m x m. The entries in the matrix A*& will be denoted by AZ:, 
i, k = 1, 2 ,..., m. In this section we assume that 
A?q = An!’ Sk i k s 1 kr> 7 9 2 ,*--> m;  p, q = 1, 2,..., Iv. (1.1) 
When condition (1.1) holds, the operator 
N 
Pzu = C (Apqu,q),, 
p,cl=l 
U-2) 
is a symmetric operator on C02(Q). 
Without any additional conditions on the positivity or the structure of the 
eigenvalues of the matrices Apq, we shall derive results on the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions of 
where& = Pzu - utt . 
To obtain the basic estimates for u we define the auxiliary function 
w = exp(XP)u, 
with h 3 1 and cx > 1. A simple computation yields 
eAt”Lu = Pzw - Wtt + 2Xcita-lwt - Xo.P-yX& - a + 1)w. 
Applying the inequality 11 a + b 11% > 2(a, 6) to the above expression, we find 
ezhF /lLu II2 > 2<2Xata-1w,, P2w - wtt - hciF2(hata - a + 1)~) (1.4) 
for each (t, X) E @. We multiply through by tl+ and then integrate over 
D(T) to obtain 
D(T) 
tl-=Pta 11 Lu 11% > II + I, + 1% ,
60 
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I; = 4ha 
ss <wt > P2wh D(T) 
12 = --2b jj,,, ; (II wt r% 
I3 = -2hW 
ss D(T) 
P-yholt~ - 01 + 1) ; (II w  II”>- 
We first estimate Is by integrating by parts and taking into account the 
assumptions 01 > 1, X > 1: 
I3 >, -2h%2 [ jn(t) t”-v~t” - a! + 1) II w  v]J:T 
+ 2h3a3(a - 1) j jDCr) t2ru-3 II w l12. 
Performing the integration in Ia , we get 
12 = --2h [ ja(t) II % l12]Z 
To estimate I, , we employ the definition of Pz , writing 
4 = 4h j j;(T) c <wt 2 G@w,*) .?- 
9.q 
We now integrate by parts three times-first with respect to x2, , then with 
respect to t, and finally with respect to xq . Also, we take into account relations 
(1.1) to obtain 
ss D(T) <wt > (Apgw,kJ 
=--- 
J-I D(T) 
<wt., > APqw,q) 
=- 
ss 
D(T) $ Cc., > Apqw,J + j j  
D(T)” 
w,, 3 Apqwt,g) 
=--- 
is cm 
<wa > Apq%J]~ + j  jDcTj <Aqpw,, , wt.,> 
=-. 
U 82(t) 
<wo,, 9 APqw,q>]; -~ j j,,, ((AgPw,J,a, wt>. 
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Summing on p and q, we obtain 
We note that w,, = exp(&) u,, and wt = exp(&)(h&-L + uJ. We 
define 
+ c Cu., 3 APqu,,> . P,a 1 
Now inserting the estimates for I; , Iz , and & into (1.4) we obtain the first 
a priori inequality: If u E %m , 01 > 1, X > 1, then 
il n(r) Paewta 11 Lu /I2 + ~Aw”“~“~(u, T, A, a) 
t2a-3e2Aw jj u [I2 + 2Xae2”f(u, 1, A, a). (1.5) 
To make use of (1.5) effectively, we employ the following estimates for 
f(u, T, A, a) andf(u, 1, A, a). We define 
i,k=l 
Since 11 a3ct@-lu + ut II2 < 2(&Q” t2a-2 )/ u 11” + 2 II Ut /j2, we get the upper bound 
Au, T, 4 4 
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A lower bound forf(u, 1, X, ) 01 is obtained in the following way: 
ZZ I I i?(l) II h + % II2 + We - 01 + 1) II u II2 + c {u,9 ,A”*u,,> P,Cl I 
> /,,, \4W~ + 2 - 24 II u II2 + Q II ut II2 - Am; II u.3 l12\. 
We now choose h, so large that 
i%@, - 2) /a,lj II u II2 2 4mN s,,, : II *,, 112, 
and we obtain the estimate valid for all h > ho 
f(u, 1, A, a) > s,(,, {Aa ll u II2 + 4 II Ut II”) 2 co JQCI) {II @ II2 + II % !I”>* (1.7) 
We note that the bound for f in (1.7) is in terms of the Cauchy data at t = 1. 
We now define 
f&, T, A, 4 = 3(h42T2=-2 fnlr) II u II2 + 2 sracTj IIut II2 
+ -&mN facn gl II u,, l12. 
P 
Inserting (1.6) and (1.7) into inequality (1.5), we find for u E @m , a: > 1, h Z A0 
that 
s f tl-+nta )/ Lu 112 + 2Aae2”T”fi(u, T, A, a) D(T) 
> 2(;\01)~(a: - 1) /J,,,, t2+3e2A6” II u II2 + 2Xole2”co Jnll) (II 24 II2 + II Ut l12>. 
(1.8) 
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LEMMA 1.1 Suppose that u satisfies (1.3) in 8 for some T,I > -4 and that 
u E %m . Suppose that h > A, > 0 where A, is de&ed by 
Then, setting 01 = (2~ + 4)/3, the following inequality holds: 
2AoCe2AT”f,(u, T,h, CC) > [~(XCX)~(~S - 1) - Q2] j jDcTj t2n--3e2Ata // u jj2 
+ cXae2A 
s n(l) (II u II 2 + II @t II”)* (1.10) 
Proof, Since 217 = 301 - 4, we have, as a direct consequence of (1.3), 
J's D(T) 
(1.11) 
zz.z @3 t2.w-3e2Ata 11 u 112. 
D(T) 
The inequality (1.9) now follows by inserting (1.10) into (1.8). 
We introduce the notation 
in which we recognize the second integral as the square of the energy at time T. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that u E %m is a solution in .B of 
IlLu II G @o II u IL 
with@~Oand~>-l/2.Leth,>Obedejinedby(1.9)anddej?neAA,by 
2(Xp)3(cx - 1) = @2, 
where OL = 9(2r, + 4). If 
E(u, T) = o(e-2vT”) as T--f 00 
for any Y > p = max(X, , A,), then u(t, X) = 0 on [l, 00) x L?. 
Proof. Choose h so that v > h > p. Then (1.10) holds. There is a constant 
X such that 
f& T, A, a) < K T3w-2 I@, T). 
505/13/I-5 
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Since E(u, T) : ~(e-~~~), then 
However, because X > p, we can apply Lemma 1.1 to obthk.. 
2xw2~~“f,(u, T, A, 3) > (2(h~u)“(ar - I) - @“} I/,,,, t2”-3@“T= 11 u 1j2. 
Since X is chosen so that 2(A~)~(a - 1) - a2 > 0, and since the left side of 
the above inequality tends to 0 as T--f co, we conclude that u = 0 for 
(t, x) E w. 
We now establish a lower bound for the rate of decay of decay of solutions 
of (1.3). Solutions with nonzero Cauchy data at t = 1 cannot decay faster 
than t-2k4 e-2pt” as 2 -+ co. The important case 7 = 0 gives a maximal 
exponential decay with 01 = 413, while the constant p depends on the Cauchy 
data. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that u E srn is a solution in W of 11 Lu 11 < @tq [I u 11 
with @ >, 0 and 71 > - 11’2. Let OL, A, , A, and p be defined as in Theorem 1. 
Then there is a positive constant k such that 
,@, T) > kT-2b4e-2uTa 
I (II u II2 + II ut ,I”>* ah) 
Proof. From Lemma 1 .l, we obtain for solutions of (1.3) with X = p: 
~PLY~~~~(u, T, A, a) > {2(~)~(or - 1) - @“> J‘s,,,, t2z-3e2ut”Il u II2 
$ cpe2’l 
s n(I)(lI 24 II2 + II *t !I”>* 
Since {2(~)~(1y - 1) - cjp2> 3 0 for p > A, , we have 
fl(u, T, A, a) > &e2Ue-2uTu n(l) (il u II2 i- 1: Ut !I”>* 
Since f,(u, T, A, a) < K T2@-l) E(u, T), the result follows by taking 
k = l/K ce2p. 
Remarks. (i) Theorem 1 yields a backwards uniqueness theorem for 
solutions of (1.3). If zero Cauchy data are prescribed at time T, then we 
extend the definition of u to be identically zero for t > T. We may apply 
Theorem 1 to any solution of (1.3) for 1 < t ,< T and conclude that u = 0. 
(ii) The important special case in which @ = 0 allows us to choose 
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7 arbitrary. Therefore for solutions of Lu = 0 we select 17 =: + -+ E and con- 
clude that the rate of decay cannot be more rapid than exp(e-a”T’ic) for any 
E > 0. 
2. SKEW-SYMMETRIC OPERATORS 
We consider matrices BPU, p, q == 1, 2 ,..., N each of which is nz x m with 
VI 2 2. We assume that 
B;; =I -J-j;;; i, h == 1) 2 ,...) m; p, q =; 1, 2 ,..., hi. (2.1) 
When condition (2.1) holds, the operator 
is a skew-symmetric operator on Ca2(Q). Now, setting 
L,u = Qzu A U&f 
we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
1, L,u \I < cm \I 24 !I. 
As in Section 1, we define the auxihary function 
w == exp(htQ)u 
with h >, 1, 01 > 1, for u E @m . A simple computation yields 
P-2) 
eApL,u = Q2w - wit + 2XoIt*-1wL?, - hata-2(hato - a + 1)zu. 
We now use the above relation to obtain the inequality 
e2Ata /jL,u Ii2 >, -2(2Aata-1w, + Q2w , wtt + hat*-“(hta - iy + 1)~). (2.3) 
Integrating (2.3) over B(t) we find 
where 
D(T) 
e2AP Ii 0 I2 3 JO + J1 , (2.4) 
Jo = -2 !I,,,, (Q2w, wtt + hat”-2(hda - a + 1)~) 
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and 
Jl = -2 jj,,, (2h~t~-QLJ~ ) Wtt + XLzt”-2(hOlta - a + 1)w). 
Because of (2.1) we have 
s saw (Q2w, w> =0 
since w E %m . If  we assume u E C?(9) n %m so that ut E &m also, we have 
Jo = -2 Is,,,, (Qa wtt> 
ZZ -2 jj,,, t(aiat)(Q,w, 4 - CQ2wt 9 wt)) 
zzzz -2 [ jQct) (Qzw, wtf.
The term Jl is expanded by integration by parts. 
(2.5) 
+ 2Gw2(~ - 1) j jD(T) t2~--4{hcxt~ + 2cx(W - 1) + 3) j[ w (12 
+ 2(h.)(~ - 1) j jD(T) P2 II 7% 112- (2.6) 
We now estimate J1 in a manner appropriate to the problem (2.2). A finer 
analysis appears in Section 4. Because h > 1, 01 > 1, and D(T) = (1, T) x Q, 
we have 
J, > -2xa [ jn(t) p-1 11 wt 112 + Xcxt2”-3(ht” - Ly. + 1) II w  Ile,]= 
1 
+ 2(W3(~ - 1) j jD(T) t301-4 II w  112* 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose uEC3(9)nQm. If h>l, a>l, and 
w = exp(hta)u, then 
ss D(T) e2Atoi II J&U/I2 + Mu, T4 4 
2 w43(~ - 1) j j,,,) t3a-4 /I w II2 + 2g(u, 1, A, 4 (2.8) 
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where 
A% 4 4 4 
ZZI I saw 
(hat”-1 /I w, 112 + (Xqt=(hort~ - a: + 1) j] w 112 + (wt , &,w)). 
Proof. Substitute (2.5) and (2.7) into (2.4). To make effective use of (2.8) 
we must estimate g(u, 1, X, CX) and g(u, T, A, a). For this we introduce two 
quantities: 
F(u, T) = ja(T) Ill u II2 + II % II2 + 5 (II u,, II2 + II %,v l12,/. 
p=1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let u E C3(9) n 4Ym. There is a number A, depending on the 
Cauchy data of u at t = 1 such that if 01> 1 and h > ma+, ,2], then 
Sf D(T) e2hta /I Lu II2 + 2KT3a-3e2AV(zl, T) 
2 w43(a - 1) jj,,,) t3+4e2Atoi II u II2 + &AC@ j,,, {II u II2 + II Ut II% 
(2.9) 
The constant K depends only on A, 01, Bl , m, and N. 
Proof. We start with (2.8). Estimating 11 wt j/ as we did in Section 1 we 
find that 
+ jab) <ut 7 QP>]. 
We can choose AI so that 
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If X 2 max& ,2), then 
It remains to get an upper bound on g(u, T, X, a). We have 
SO 
Thus we can conclude 
Wesee that Ktian be determined explicitly by A, 01, m,.N and Bit , Substituting 
these estimates for g(u, 1, A, CX) and g(u, T, A, a) into (2.8) we obtain the 
inequality of the lemma. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that u is a sobtio~ of l/L+ 1) < @ptn I}u 11 und 
u f cyiq n @it,= . Suppose that q > -i/2 am2 a = (1/3)(2q + 4). Then 
there me constants p md Kl de~~~~~ on Qp, T, and & (de$ned in Lemma 2.2) 
such thut for T > I, 
s I G?(T) II 24 II2 + II -% II2 + 2 (II @,P II2 + II Ut,%I II”)) P=l 
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Proof Since ad = +(2q + 4), we have 
s D(T) elhta /\L,u /I2 < dj2 s R(T) t3Lu-*e2ats I/ u lj2. 
We observe that F(u, 2’) as defined in Lemma 2.2 is the left side of (2.10). 
Therefore we find from (2.9) that for any h > max& , 1) 
We choose A, as the solution of ~(XLX)~((W - 1) - @a = 1 and we set 
Then we find 
(2.11) 
The result follows by taking K1 = (~FLOI) &/6K. 
The next result shows that solutions of (2.2) canlnot decay more rapidly 
than e-++elTa: for any G > 0 where -p and E are the quantities determined in 
Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold and let p be the constant 
given in (2.11). If : 
F(u, T) = o(e2”“) as T-too 
for some A > p then u(t, x) 55 0 in [l, co) X 9. 
Proof. We choose v so that X > v > p. It follows from Lemma.2.2 that 
for solutions of (2.2), 
2KT3a-3e2YTNF(u, T) >, (~(vIx)~(oI - 1) - #2) is,,, t3a-*e2vt” \I II 11%. 
But since v > >r we have 
2KTam-3e2vTaF(u, T) > sj,,,, tS01-4e2ytOL I} u lj2. 
Since, by hypothesis the left side above tends to zero as T -+ CO, we conclude 
that z1 EEE 0.
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3. SYMMETRIC OPERATORS WITH EO~ER ORDER TERMS 
In this section we extend the results of Section 1 to operators of the form 
where P2 is of the form given by (1.2) and Pl is the first order operator 
PlU = : (AP@)U),p + As(x) u,p * (3.1) 
p=1 
Each matrix Ap is skew-symmetric and its entries Afk are assumed to be in 
C’(i2). 
The methods for obtaining estimates in this case are similar to those used 
in Section 1 and the proofs will be sketched. Setting 
L,u = Pzu + P+ - Utt ) 
we consider solutions of the differential inequality 
IILZU II < @P II u II. 
In place of (1.4) we find 
Pa [I L,u 112 3 2(2hat=-lw, , P,w + PIW - Wtt - hdy)tffta - a + 1)w). 
We multiply by tl+ and integrate over D(t) to obtain 
(3.2) 
s s D(T) tl-aezAta IIL2u II2 b 4h /S,,, <wt , PP> + 4 + I2 + 4 , 
where 1; , Is , and I3 are given in Section 1. Integrating by parts and employing 
the skew symmetry of the matrices A”, we find 
ss,,, <wt 3PlW> = [J,,,) <w, Pl$ - Sf,,, (7% 7 PlW>. 
2 Js,,,) <wt 3 PlW> = e2- Ja(*) <UT PlU> - eZA s,,) <UT PlU>. (3.3) 
We now define 
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where f is the function defined in Section 1. Then we combine (1.5) with the 
identity (3.3) to get 
i’s D(T) 
t1--ae2nta 11 L,u /I2 + 2hole2fl”j(u, T, A, m) 
3 2Gw3(~ - 1) j jD(T) t201-3e2hta 11 24 jj2 + 2XaezA~(u, 1, A, CY). (3.4) 
Let 
Al = -g I Jw4l~ A2 = :gzf I &w. 
Then, proceeding as in Section 1, we find 
jEl I~U~?J ’ A”PU,f2)I d mN4 2 II u*s /t2, 
p=l 
g KU) A “um?I d 4~42 
Thus we obtain 
g”h Tr 4 4 G jocr) j3(Aa)3T2.-” II u II2 + 2 II ut II2 + mN’, C II u,, II2 
P 
+ SmNA2 II u II2 + @A,; II u.~ II’/. (3.5) 
On the other hand, we have 
- 4 II 11 II2 + i II ut II2 - AP c II u,, iI2 
21 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that u G 42% . There b a nmnber A, depend&g art t&e 
Cauchy data of u at t = 1 and a constant K such that for X >, max(X, ,2) and 
01 > 1, the following inequality holds: 
ss D(T) 
tl+ezht” 11 L,u II2 + 2Xa(K + ~(A~I)“T~*-~) e2hTa 
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Proof. We insert the estimates for d(u, T, A, CX) and g”(u, 1, A, a) obtained 
in (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.4). Th e result then follows by choosing X so large 
that the positive terms in (3.6) are dominant. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that u E %& is a solution in 98 of 11 L,u 11 < @P (1 u 11 
with 71 > -l/2. Let 01 = 3(2~ + 4). If E(u, T) = JncT, (1~~ ila + Jo(T) 
EL, {II u,p 11’ -!- !I ut II”> is sue/z that 
E(u, T) = o(e-2v*u) as T--t co 
for some jxed v depending on the Cauchy data of u at t = I, then u(t, x) = 0 
on [I, co) x Q. 
The proof of Theorem 5 follows the same procedure as the proof of Theo- 
rem 1 and is omitted. Similarly a theorem analogous to Theorem 2 holds for 
solutions 11 L,U Ij < @tn II U (i. 
4. GENERAL SYSTEMS 
In this section we consider the operator 
Mu = su - lltt ) 
where 
(4.1) 
su = 5 (S”~u,a),p + 5 spu,, . 
P&=1 9=1 
(4.2) 
We assume the matrices SW and SP are m x m with each entry in cl(o). 
Each matrix Sp is independent of x9 . (As in Section 3, we could also consider 
the more general operator (Spu),, + S”u,, instead of Spu,, . The two are 
equivalent if SP does not depend on x, .) 
Letting T denote transpose, we introduce the matrices 
AP” = 2&P + (sy]; 
whose entries satisfy the conditions 
B”q = -&Sp”l - (S*P)T], (4.3) 
APQ = Aa? 
ak ka 
Thus the operators 
and B? = -BE. tk 
f'234 = 5 (APqu.q).p 
Pa=1 
(4.4) 
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and 
(4.5) 
are, respectively, symmetric and skew-symmetric on Cr,Z(G). We also define 
Ap = $[S~ - (Sp)*], BP = i[SP + (Sp)T], (4.6) 
Pp = 2 A”u,, and Q1u = 2 Bpu,, . (4.7) 
p=1 lb1 
With the above definitions we clearly have 
Mu = P2u + Pp + Q2u 4- Qp - utt , 
and we shall determine the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
II .&!Fzt II G fwJ II u II + !m II Ut II (4.8) 
under various hypotheses on the exponents 7, 4. 
For UE%&, we set w = exp(ht+ as before, and obtain the inequality 
eznF jj Mu /I2 > 2 (2Xat”-lwt + Q1w + Qzw, P,w + Plw - wtt 
- XOlF2(hat~ - a + 1)w). 
We integrate over D(T) getting 
II D(T) 
ezAta II Mu 11’ b .J1 + J2 + ..T3 i- h , 
where 
J1 = -2 ss,,,) (2Xat”-=w, , wet + hc@-2(hcxt” - a + -l)w), 
J2 = 2 j/D(T)<2~~+%(P, + P&J>> 
.73 = 2 j jDfT) ((81 + Qz)w> (PI + P2)w>, 
-74 = -2 j jDcr) ((81 + Q2)w, wtt + ~~t”-2(h~ta - 01 -i- 1)~). 
We estimate the integrals in the following way. From (2.6) we have the 
inequality 
11 2 -201x Is,,,) p-1 11 We 112 + hat2-3(hat” - o! + 3) 11 w Iif 
+ 2wa - 1) jj,,, P2 II wt II2 + 2(h43(43 - 1) j j,,, e-4 II w II? 
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Again we employ the estimate 
11 Wt 112 = 11 hat”-lu + Ut 112 e=tiY 
zzz e2At”[(Xa)2t2a-2 11 24 jj2 + 11 Ut /I2 + 2(hata-1u, u&l. 
3 2qXcqw-2 II u 112 + jl ut 112 - gk!d)2t2~--2 II ulj2 - Q 11 Ut p-J 
> e2Ata[$ 11 ut II2 - $(hc~)~t~~-~ 11 ,a [I”]. 
Thus we find for Jl : 
Jl 2 -2ho1 [s,,, {ta--l II wt II2 + h~t~~-~(hcxut~ - a + 1) II w IIz}]T 
1 
+ &(a - 1) jj,,, ta-2e2AC II ut II2 
+ (Acx)~(~~ - 1) jj,,, t3a-4e2AtlX II u l12. (4.9) 
To estimate J2 , we decompose it so that J2 = Ji + Jl, where 
Proceeding as in Section 1, we get 
Jz’ = 2ha [s,,, F(w, P2w)]: - 2ha(or - 1) jj,,,, tai-2(w, P2w). 
The integral Ji is of the type considered in Section 3. We find 
J; = 2ha [s,,,, +(w, Plw)]I - 2h+ - 1) j SD(r) W(w, Plw>. 
Therefore, 
J2 = 2hx [ jntl) t’-Yw, P2 + P,,,>]: 
- 2qa - 1) j jDtT) ta-2<w (P2 + p&J>. (4.10) 
The integral J4 may be transformed into a boundary integral in the 
following way, provided u E C3(B) n 9Ym . 
J4 = -2 j jocr) ; KQP + Qzw> wt>> + 2 j s,,, <Qlwt + Qzwt 2 wt> 
zzz -2 [ jnctj <QP + Q2w9 wt>];- (4.11) 
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The above computations yield the following result: 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that u, ut E am . We define 
h(% t, A, 4 
= X&-l j,,, I/ hat=-k + ut 112 + (q2ta-2(~~tu - cf. + 1) s,,, II u II2 
- haF1 (4.12) 
I f  (y. > 1 and h > 1 is su..ciently large, then 
ss D(T) e2hta /I Mu [I2 + e2aT”h(u, T, A, a) 
> C,(A#(a - 1) jj,,,, t3a--4e2At” jj 24 \I2 
+ QXa(a - 1) j jDcT) F2ezAta jj ut lj2 
- 2Ma - 1) j j,,,) ta-2e2hta(u, (Pl + P2)u) 
4-2 
D(T) 
e2Ata((Ql + Q2)u, (Pl + P,)u> + 2e2”h(u, 1, A, a>, (4.13) 
where C,, is a constant depending on h and 01. 
Inequality (4.13) is valid for the most general operator Mof form (4.1) (4.2). 
It suggests the following conditions under which Lemma 4.1 will yield an 
estimate useful for asymptotic behavior: We assume that for some kr 2 0, 
k, > 0 
j, (u, (PI + P2b> < k j, II u 112> for all u E C,Z(Q), (4.14) 
ja <tQ, + Q2)u, (Pl + P2)@ 2 --Fz2 jn II u 112, for all u E G2(W (4.15) 
The methods of Section 2 extend naturally to operators S satisfying these 
hypotheses. From (4.14) and (4.15) we find 
C,(XCC)~(~ - 1) j j,,, Pm-4e2Ata // u II2 
- 2wa - 1) j jD(T) tm-2e2hta(u, (PI + P2)u> 
+ 2 jj,,, e2^YQl + Q2>uI (PI + P&G (4.16) 
> IS D(T) 
e2At”{Co(Xa)3(Ly. - 1) t3a-4 - 2KJol(ol - 1) F2 - 2K,) i/ U /lzA 
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We define 
#(t, A, a) = C,(h01)~(a - 1) t3a-4 - 2&t+ - I) t@-2 - 2K2 . 
For ~11 > +, t > 1 and A sufficiently large, we find 
qqt, A, a) > CIAa(a - 1) P-4, 
wheie C, is i constant depending oniy on 6, and A. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that u, ut E %% . Assume that inequal&ies (4.14) and 
(4.15) hold for some kl , k, . Then there is a constant A depending on the Cauchy 
data of u at t = 1 such that for h 3 A and ix > 413, tke following inequality 
holds: 
ss eZhta I/ Mu II2 D(T) 
+ K(Xo1)3T3a-3e2AT”’ R(T1 
s I 
II 24 II2 + II Ut II2 + : 01 U.P I?+ II Ut.9 II211 
$I=1 
> +c~(XCX)(~ - 1) jjD,, t3@-4e2Ata I( u /j2’ (4.17) 
+ $c,(~u)(cY - 1) j j;,, ta-2e2Atu II ut II2 + Pa SD(,) ill * II2 + II Ut II”>* 
Proof. We start with inequality (4.13) in Lemma 4.1. We combine this 
inequality with (4.16) to get for sufficiently large A 
ss 0th e2Ata /I Mu II2 i 2e2flah(u, T, A, a) 
2 C,(~CL)~(CX - 1) j.C,,,, @a-4e2A? II u II2 
4 C,(h)(a - 1) jj,,, F2eiAtlY 11 ut II2 + 2e2%(u, 1, A, a). (4.18) 




II ~@% + Ut II2 > -HW2 II 24 II2 + 4 II @t /I2 
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Hence, for an appropriate constant K we have the upper bound 
We insert the estimates (4.19) and (4.20) into inequality (4.18). Hence for 
sufficiently large A, there are constants K, c, , and cr such that inequality 
(4.17) holds for all h 3 A. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that u, ut E %m and that 
/I MZA II < @tq II u II + !?‘tr: II ut II in 9% 
We dejne 
(4.21) 
Assume 17 >, 0, 4 < +(q - 1) and set OL = (29 + 4)j3. Let A be given as in 
Lemma 4.2. Then for T 2 1, X > A we have 
K(ho1)3T3a-3e2”T”F(u, T) 
3 C,(h) j jDcT) t3z-*e2at” II u II2 + Cl@4 j jocT) ta-2fP” II ut /I2 
+ @ae2” s (II @ /I2 + II Ut II”)- (4.22) sa(l)
Proof. We replace (4.21) by the inequality 
(1 Mu /I2 < 2Q2t2” I( u [I2 + 2Y2t2c (I ut /12. 
Since 2~ = 3a - 4 and 25 < 01 - 2, we get 
e2hta I/ Mu /I2 
D(T) 
D(T) 
t3a-4e2ata [I u (I2 + 2Y2 JJ,,, ta-2e2Ata j[ ut j12. 
We insert the above inequality in (4.17) to obtain the ,result. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that u, ut E %m and that 
II MZJ II d @tn II u II + yt5 II it II in 9 
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forq>Oand{<+(~--l).D$ e ne 01 = &!7 + 4). Then there is a number A 
depending on the Cauchy data at t = 1 such that for h 3 .A the inequality 
F(u, t) > KIT--3a-13e-2hTa 
s s(l) fll 24 /I2 + II Ut lP> 
holds for some constant KI depending on A. 
Furthermore, $ 
(4.23) 
F(u, 3’) = o(T-3a+3e-2ATa) as T -+ CO then u = 0. 
Proof. Since 9 > 0 we know that 01 > 413. For K’ sufficiently large, 
inequality (4.22) yields 
K’(h)3T3~-3e2~T”F(u, T) > jjDcT, t3a-4e2hts I/ u II2 
+ QAoleza 
i a(1) 
(II u II2 + II % ii”>- 
The remainder of the argument follows the same technique as that employed 
in the proof of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 6 can be strengthened considerably in the special case when Qa 
as defined in (4.5) is zero. In this situation the matrices S”q = (SQp)r and 
the operator S takes the form 
s = P2 -I- PI -+ 0, . 
Under these circumstances we no longer have to assume in Theorem 6 that 
ut E qflt . The basic lower bound becomes 
instead of (4.23). An analysis of the integrals J1-- J4 leads to the above inequal- 
ity if the relation Qa = 0 is taken into account. This result allows us to obtain 
information about the asymptotic behavior without estimation of the mixed 
derivatives of the form ZL~,~ . We omit the details which are analogous to 
the development given in Lemmas 4.1-4.3. 
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